
14 – Down in the Jungle 
Topic – Word families, rhyming, story building. 
Activity – Get some jungle gear (ie. Safari hat, jungle glasses, 
jacket) and lead your children with movements through the song. 
On down in the jungle pretend to be plodding with feet & arms 
through the jungle. On cat that roared move both hands up like tiger 
paw & roar! On hat both hands pretend to put a hat on. On elephant 
sat, sit and swing both arms together like an elephant trunk. On 
splat, both hands sharply clap together. On scat, wiggle & wave 
both arms out like your telling someone to go away or scat. On that 
put your pointer finger to your brain like your thinking/imagining 
about something. On rat wiggle your fingers, by the sides of your 
mouth. On bat move your arms out like the wings of a bat. On knat 
move one hand (fingers like your holding something tiny). Put up 
words used in the at family up for children to see. Select another 
word family and use the words to make a new story. Let children 
review beginning, middle & end and sequence of the story. 

Down in the jungle (3x) 
Where the animals live 

1. There’s a cat that roared in the jungle
Down in the jungle, where the animals live 

2. There’s a hat on the cat that roared
in the jungle 

Down in the jungle, where the animals live 
3. Then an elephant sat and knocked – off the hat

on the cat that roared in then jungle 
Down in the jungle where the animals live 

4. Some bananas went splat as an elephant sat
And knocked – off the hat on the cat that 

      roared in the jungle 
          Down in the jungle, where the animals live. 
5. Some monkeys yelled scat when some

bananas went splat as an elephant sat 
           and knocked – off the hat on the cat that 

roared in the jungle 
           Down in the jungle, where the animals live. 
6. Can you imagine that, some monkeys yelled

scat when some bananas went splat 
elephant sat and knocked – off the hat on 

         the cat that roared in the jungle 
           Down in the jungle where the animals live. 
7. Then a rat and a bat, and even

a tiny knat said, can you imagine 
that some monkeys yelled scat 

when some bananas went splat as an 
elephant sat and knock – off the  

hat on the cat that roared in the jungle 
       Down in the jungle where the animals live.  (2x) 




